
We continue to face a lot of uncertainty about the end of lockdown and the

HSC in particular at the moment. Each day many are waiting for the 11 am

announcement hoping that the numbers will be trending downward in a

significant way. I want to thank each of you for your support and work with

your child/ren, I know that motivation in a remote learning environment is

sometimes difficult. In the last week we have been deeply engaged in

conversations about the Year 12 Vaccination rollout and in preparing for our

Year 12 Assessment block in a remote environment. I will continue to share

information as it comes to us.

Our Year 9 camp and Year 11 retreat have been postponed until 2022.

As a community we are continuing to seek out new ways of connecting with

students and families. On Monday the staff got into the spirit of the Olympics,

celebrating the achievements and efforts of all our Olympians.
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From the Principal Leader 



assessment as learning
assessment for learning (these are typically smaller tasks that can
inform reporting of student achievement) 
assessment of learning (this is  a summative task -  l ike an exam or
project) .

Assessment Years 7 -  9

 The College has determined that we will  move to a continuous assessment
model for Years 7,  8 & 9 which we also implemented in the Remote
Learning Environment in 2020. This model uti l ises smaller common class-
based tasks across the year group. Current education research shows the
value of continuous assessment as it  enables teachers to assess a broad
range of students’  learning throughout the entirety of the course they are
studying and then produce a f inal evaluation result from a range of
assessments which will  be used for reporting purposes.  Students get more
than one chance to demonstrate what they know and can do.
 model also allows us to embed the fullness of NESA's principles of
assessment which name the three forms of assessment:  

 
Students in Years 7,  8 & 9 will  have to demonstrate that they are achieving
the outcomes through a number of common tasks.  The only 'difference'  in
this model is  that there is  not a formal assessment notif ication,  as students
get more than one opportunity to demonstrate what they know and can
do.

Our P&F meeting has been postponed and we will  look at a date late in the
term.

Please continue to contact us with any concerns.

God Bless,  take care and stay safe

Mrs Angela Hay
Principal Leader

James Lopez



 
 

Please update your contact details
On Monday 16 August you will
receive an email or SMS (for
those parents without email)
from Catholic Education Diocese
of Parramatta (CEDP) asking you
to review and, where necessary,
update the key information they
hold about your children
currently enrolled in CEDP
schools. 

The purpose of this review is to
ensure that CEDP has the right
details to correctly identify and
support students, including
contacting families in an
emergency or to share important
updates. 

Steps have been taken to ensure
this process is as secure as
possible to protect your
information and your family’s
privacy. Your information is only
accessed by authorised staff
when it is necessary and in
accordance with our Privacy
Policy.

The link is open until Friday 3
September and I encourage you
to complete the review/update
as soon as possible to ensure
that your family’s correct details
are on file. This is particularly
important as Greater Sydney
remains in lockdown due to the
COVID-19 outbreak. 

This short “how to” video may
assist you with completing the
process (use the closed caption
icon to turn on subtitles). Please
don’t hesitate to contact the
school office if you have any
questions or concerns.

Only one person per family needs
to complete the survey. It takes
about 15 minutes to complete. If
you have any questions or to
seek help, please contact the
CEDP Community Liaison Team
on 9840 5796.

Assistant Principal - Formation, Mission and
Wellbeing

Mr. Matthew Paton
Assistant Principal - Formation, Mission & Wellbeing

 

being active 
eating well 
staying connected 
supporting mental wellbeing. 

Keeping active and healthy is important for our
physical and mental wellbeing, particularly at this
time when we are required to stay at home. 

To support the health and wellbeing of staff and
families, Western Sydney Local Health District
(WSLHD) has developed a toolkit of
"Healthy@Home" social media tiles and messages
that you can share with your families via your school
communication channels such as Facebook or
newsletters. Please forward this information to the
relevant staff at your school who manage this.

The Healthy@Home tiles - which you can download
here - provide families with practical tips and
resources for: 

There are a range of tiles you can choose to
download including some which have been
translated into other languages. We hope the
practical tips and information are helpful for your
families at this time.  

The information is housed on the WSLHD Covid 19
Community Resources for Western Sydney web
page, where you’ll find a lot of local COVID-19
related information (linked to NSW Govt sites).

Please contact WSLHD-
MunchAndMove@health.nsw.gov.au if you have any
questions about the toolkit.

 

https://www.parra.catholic.edu.au/content-result?item=Privacy-Statement
https://youtu.be/Rat7w0hEjZE
https://youtu.be/Rat7w0hEjZE
https://www.wslhd.health.nsw.gov.au/COVID-19-Wellbeing/COVID-19-Community-Resources-Healthy-Home/healthy-at-home
https://www.wslhd.health.nsw.gov.au/COVID-19-Wellbeing/home
mailto:WSLHD-MunchAndMove@health.nsw.gov.au


Standing up during the brain breaks

Looking at objects that are far away

Going outside for a few minutes to get fresh air.

Keep a journal - write down things they’ve been doing, draw pictures and

check off completed tasks - noting achievements each day is a great way to

stay positive

View life through ‘pink glasses’ - have them record a positive note each day

Help them remember what they can do.

Remote Learning
For the last four weeks, teachers and students have transitioned quickly and

successfully to the Remote Learning Environment. It has been wonderful to

receive your feedback about learning and engagement of students during this

term. Our teachers have been working hard to ensure that lessons are engaging,

at times fun and have the same level of rigour that would be expected if

students were in the classroom. Whilst the work may look a little different in

this environment, your sons and daughters are meeting the outcomes of each

syllabus they are studying. We are very proud of the way they are navigating this

time.

Some ideas for staying positive and looking after yourself
You would be aware that we have built into our daily structure brain breaks to

encourage walking away from a device for short periods of time. We know that

long periods looking at a computer screen can cause eye strain, neck strain and

back pain. Please encourage your son or daughter to keep their eyes and

neck/back healthy by:

Some other ideas for their general wellbeing (and yours) can be to:

Assessment Update for Years 7, 8 & 9 during Remote Online Learning
In the early days of this term, the NSW Government had indicated that the

restriction period to combat COVID would be for a duration of 2 weeks. The

restrictions for NSW have only increased over the last two weeks. The school’s

initial focus was on the transition to the Remote Learning environment and the

implications for Year 12, their final assessments and the HSC. During this period,

the College Leadership Team made the decision to put on hold ‘formal’

assessment tasks that had been indicated on the various Assessment Calendars

for Years 7, 8 and 9.

In information released in the last days, the NSW Government has clarified a

position for all students and it is unlikely students will return to face-to-face

learning in the immediate future.

From the Assistant Principal: Innovation, Teaching & Learning



The Leadership Team have consulted with the KLA Leaders of Learning and

determined that for the remainder of the Remote Learning period, students

in Years 7, 8 and 9 will be assessed using a variety of tasks that are common

across the cohorts within each subject area. Rather than producing a large

summative assessment, often undertaken in group situations, we will be

going forward with smaller common formative tasks under a continuous

assessment model, with common class-based tasks across the year group.

Current education research shows the value of continuous assessment as it

enables teachers to assess a broad range of students’ learning throughout the

entirety of the course they are studying and then produce a final evaluation

result from a range of assessments which will be used for reporting purposes.

Students get more than one chance to demonstrate what they know and can

do. Our teachers will use a range of processes to ensure consistency in 

the awarding of grades for reporting. Students will still receive an end of year

report in Week 9 of Term 4 with opportunities for Parent, Teacher, Student

Conferences to happen in Week 10.

Continuous assessment also meets NESAs standards regarding assessment,

they state that assessment should enable teachers to gather evidence and

make judgements about student achievement. It is considered assessment as

learning and assessment for learning which NESA considers to be essential in

developing a fuller understanding of a student’s ability. The assessment

principles state that this reflects a view of learning in which assessment

helps students learn better, rather than just focussing on achieving a better

mark and reflects a belief that all students can improve and encourages

students to take responsibility for their own learning.When combined with

assessment of learning (a summative task) a holistic picture of a student’s

learning is possible.

Using the continuous assessment model does mean that students will not

receive formal assessment notifications. They will be aware however that a

range of tasks will be used to inform teacher judgement about their ability to

meet the course outcomes and allow teachers to award grades reliably using

the NESA Course Performance Grade Descriptors. The continuous assessment

model emphasises an overarching/ overall understanding of student progress

using assessment 'as' and 'for' learning principles to determine grade based

judgements



Portfolios

Learning reflections

Pre & post testing

Teacher observations of learning and skills

Case studies

Creation of podcasts or vodcasts as presentations of learning

The type of assessment that is used in this model varies depending on the

nature of the subject and the content, however it can include but is not

limited to:

Rest assured that teachers will be ensuring the rigour and quality of learning

and assessment will continue through this model and that students will be

given a range of opportunities to demonstrate their learning. 

Janina Starkey
Assistant Principal: Innovation, Teaching & Learning





Sanitiser in every classroom/office/other student/staff area, sanitising alcohol
wipes

Sanitisation stations inside the main reception and Wiyanga’s reception as well as
in junior breezeway and in the main courtyard
Social distancing signs and additional posters
Gloves, masks, etc as required.

I was on leave when the previous newsletter was sent out, so a bit of catch-up news:

Cleaning & COVID cleaning
During the July school holidays, our cleaners competed their full school normal end-
of-term cleaning including cleaning all classrooms, offices, etc. Since then,
unfortunately the lockdown was extended, so they are only cleaning (and touchpoint
sanitising) the areas that are being used by staff and the few students who are
coming to school.  Whenever, Yr12 students need to come in to deal with their HSC
major works, those areas are cleaned and sanitised that evening.

We have also placed QR codes around the school for staff, students and for any
emergency tradespeople to use to check in.

We continue to provide:

for musical instruments and for other shared laptops or equipment. Science labs
have sinks with hand soap.

Our cleaners will return to their normal weekly cleaning and touchpoint sanitising as
soon as restrictions lift to allow students to return to school.

Maintenance & grounds at the school
During the July school holidays, in anticipation of students returning to school, our
usual tradespeople completed their routine servicing and any required repairs -
electrical, plumbing, air con, pest spray, locksmith, window/bi-fold doors, many TAS
equipment, painting, etc; and the builders of A block sent their trades to fix various
items (still within their warranty period).

A major job that was performed was the total replacement of the school’s old PA
system!  New internal and external speakers, a significant amount of cabling, and a
new central unit was installed. This also gave us an opportunity to re-locate speakers
given the expansion of the school.

Business Manager



Other urgent work done – replace bus bay gates motors; gyprocking; concrete
new pathway; handrails; damaged TVs replaced in A block; vinyl flooring
repaired in labs; waterproofing; etc.

The decommissioning of the demountables at the back of the school (C127,
C128 &amp; C129) started, until lockdown restrictions prevented further work.

Our regular grounds work continues to ensure that it does not get out-of-
control.

Our maintenance team continue to work onsite, as their work is essential and
cannot be done from home. They are working hard fixing other minor
maintenance work as well as get to tasks such as pressure washing. They will
also assist our WHS Officer to conduct our regular WHS site inspections.

Ms Vicki Fraser
Business Manager

 



Year 9 English 
A Close Study of Romeo and Juliet - Creating a Lost Scene

This term, Year 9 English students have awoken their inner Shakespeare by
composing a Lost Scene from Romeo and Juliet. Students have diligently tackled
the complex themes in the play along with understanding and echoing
Shakespeare's effective language in conveying ideas about love, family, and conflict. 

Enjoy reading some extracts from their scenes. We are sure Shakespeare would be
proud of their amazing creativity. 
Ms Duffy 
English Teacher 

 
Larissa Laguzza 9EN3/4
After - Act 3 Scene 1 
Enter Benvolio and Romeo of the house of Montague

Romeo
Oh, why my dear cousin Benvolio?
What has come over me?
Why can’t I be like thee?
So quaint and clever,
Never hath thou started a quarrel.
How would I feel if you were dying in Juliet’s arms?
Thou does not deserve that.
Tybalt is not the only one I have slain,
My own heart is also one to blame.

Benvolio
There is a lot you don’t know about me, dear cousin.

Romeo 
I must go and see what fate has in store.

Benvolio
Aye go cousin, leave me here with my thoughts, once again.

Romeo exits
Benvolio
There goes cousin Romeo, off again,
Chasing what is surely death,
I wish that he were to stop chasing,
Start watching as thy learns a lot by observing,
Romeo may be chasing his Juliet,
But I am here, lost in many secrets,
Aye Mercutio is gone,

 
 
 
 
 
 



Never ready to bite but it’s the people that cause the fright, 
I know my cousin's secret but does he know mine?
If he were to find out would it cause rage?
I am just doing what he does, loving.
Now I shall go and see my love,
I hope that she can bring me joy.
Benvolio exits
Enter Rosaline and Benvolio outside of the Montague House

Jack Denholm 9EN3/4
ACT 1- SCENE 2

The Prince's house, living room/dining hall. Hours after the brawl
(Enter Lord Capulet)

LORD CAPULET: I knew I should have abhorred this laughable offer when your
peasant of a servant bestowed it upon my ears, 

PRINCE: I thank you for thy time Lord Capulet, I am sorry that Lord Montague is not
present as of yet

LORD CAPULET: What do you expect? He is a Montague after all!

PRINCE: Become still and orderly now Lord Capulet, he hasn’t even arrived yet and
you are already irritably quick to anger. You must realise that this ancient grudge is
quite childish, almost like friends who have come to a disagreement but neither
want to admit their wrongdoings. 

 
LORD CAPULET: I will become still and orderly when this rapscallion arrives on time
for once. He is not merely even close to being classified even as an 
acquaintance let alone a friend.
(Enter Lord Montague)

LORD MONTAGUE: I thank thee dearly for waiting for I

LORD CAPULET: Not by choice obviously

PRINCE: Wouldst thee both beest kind enough to joineth me in the dining hall?
th're is wh're we shalt beginneth discussing the mann'r
(Enter all into the dining hall)

PRINCE: Gentleman, would one of thee be kind enough to inform me as to why
there was a brawl between the servants of both your households?

 
LORD CAPULET: There is only one answer, the grudge between both our names has
been passed on down to our servants and even they can’t resist the urge to get into
a physical altercation with one another. Clearly those Montagues must not know
any manners... 

 

 



 
 
 
 

(Enter all into the dining hall)
PRINCE: Gentleman, would one of thee be kind enough to inform me 
as to why there was a brawl between the servants of both your households?

LORD CAPULET: There is only one answer, the grudge between both our 
names has been passed on down to our servants and even they can’t resist 
the urge to get into a physical altercation with one another. Clearly those 
Montagues must not know any manners... 

 
 

Terence Chen 9EN3/4
(In Front of Rosaline’s house, Verona, 5pm
- Before Act 1 Scene 2 and after Act 1 Scene 1 -)

 
Enter Romeo

 
There's a sudden knock on the door

 
Enter Rosaline

 
Romeo: Oh Rosaline you look as gorgeous
As the stars in the night sky

 
Grabs hand

 
Your hands are as warm as the flaming sun
You're as gorgeous and stunning as a blood red rose

Lets go of hand
 

Rosaline: Who are you?
 

Romeo: Me, for I am Romeo of the Montague family
I am here to ask a question to you

 
Bows

 
Rosaline: What is your question?

 
Romeo: My question to ask is,
Will you be the love of my life as for 
I am attracted to you like a bee are to flowers

 
Rosaline: Leave for I am not interested in your love

 
Romeo: please Rosaline! Listen to my heart!

 
 



Rosaline: Leave at once you cannot change my mind,
Because as stubborn as an elephant's leg I am.

Romeo: Leave I shall not, You are the love of my life
Ever since I’ve seen your Amber brown eyes 
I've been in seventh heaven.

Rosaline: Leave at once or be prepared to fight
My kinsmen you scoundrel 
As i want nothing to do with a playboy like you

Romeo: Oh Rosaline my beloved, 
As beautiful as a rose, but like a rose 
Its thorns are hidden within the beauty.
Oh please allow me to step closer

Steps Closer

Rosaline: Then you leave me no choice
You will be forced to leave

Enter kinsmen 1 , 2, and 3

Kinsmen 1: you shall not disturb our Rosaline’s peace
You will not enter unless our Rosaline herself says you may

Kinsmen 2: For kinsmen 1 is right you may not enter until she allows you

Romeo: Please let me enter the chamber of Rosaline
For she is my love as in my eyes she is like the sun and I am 
the Earth, I cannot be apart from her or else I will die. 
Destiny has brought us together and I will not leave without her.

Caasi Duran 9EN3/4

ACT 3 SCENE 3

Montague’s Shame

Montague’s house, late afternoon
Enter Montague looking at the sun.

Montague: What a hot day! My blood boils over these recent events, 
Romeo banished? For killing a Capulet? This is absurd Nonsense!

Knocking on door

Montague: Who must this be? Tell me, who art thou?

Balthasar: It is I, your humble servant Balthasar



Montague: You may come in.

Balthasar Enters

Montague: What news has Doth thou bring? Tell me man, what news do
you bring?

Balthasar: Tis’ been a hot afternoon Sir, and me and my the rest of us 
servants hath been drying to find Romeo for the past few hours, 
Alas we were not able to find him, all of our efforts have been in vain. 
It is safe to conjecture that he is long gone by now, I will check Mantua
to see if he has arrived there, but the hopes of that are slim at best.

Montague: I see, so he is truly gone. Curse the heavens! Why doth this
have to happen? Why have I been afflicted with this accursed twist of
fate? Tell me man, is there any time left to find him?, any hope that I
may see him again? For if he is gone for good, then I may never have
peace with myself, and neither will my wife, that fragile lamb.

Balthasar: I pray you and the lady may take peace with yourselves.

Montague: So it is true then. Oh peace be with my soul, leave me be,
Balthasar.

Balthasar: I will oblige.

Balthasar Exits
[Montague sits with his head in hands]

Montague: Curse you fate!, Curse thou sun!



Year 10 English - What We Are Reading! 

Students in 10EN1 and 10EN2 have been encouraged to spend our lessons this week
participating in wide reading. They can choose to read whatever they want, whether
it's a physical book at home or an ebook or audiobook from the school eLibrary. In our
Zoom lessons, they are sharing their thoughts on what they are reading and why. Here
are some of their responses: 

I am reading "Murder on the Orient Express", a detective novel by Agatha Christie. I
am reading this as I was intrigued by Agatha's troubled past which, through some
research, allowed me to come across this novel. I also love the suspense and tension
which detective/murder mystery books give to the audience.
Salome B 

I'm currently reading "The Handmaid's Tale" by Margaret Atwood. I previously picked
up this book sometime last year and never got to finish it. I thought that because
we're learning about dystopian fiction, this novel is quite relevant to that. Along with
this, it's just a well-written novel and there are some serious moments of high tension
that just epitomise the dystopian genre in general.
Caitlin B 

I am reading "The Happiest Man on Earth", an autobiography by Eddie Jaku. He is one
of the oldest Holocaust survivors today, and has a very open and positive attitudes to
those that took everything away from him. I'm reading this book because of the
important life lessons that he explores in the book. It's inspirational how much he has
done and what he has achieved. 
Takoda C

I am reading 'Circe' by Madeline Miller. It is a retelling of the Greek myth of Odysseus
from the perspective of Circe who is considered a witch in the tale. I love Greek
mythology so I thought it would be fascinating to read a book providing a different
perspective of a myth I know so well. 
Eva G 

The Book of Tea. A book on eastern philosophy covering aestheticism etc and Teaism.
Written from the perspective of a post-WWII Japanese poet it is an interesting new
worldview on eastern morals etc and just generally interesting seeing the effects that
the world wars caused.
Cruz G 

I am reading the 'Adventures of Sherlock Holmes' by Arthur Conan Doyle because it
has been my absolute favourite series since my childhood. I've always loved to return
to the classics :)
Amelia H 

I recently started reading "The Invisible Life of Addie LaRue". I actually got this
recommended to me on TikTok and so far, I am really invested in the mystery behind
Addie's past as it unravels as the story goes on. It is however quite a long book but I
know for a fact that I'll love it just as much as I loved reading "We Were Liars". Which
was a book I just finished reading a couple of weeks ago.
Ariel J 

Recently I have been re-reading the Alex Rider series by Anthony Horowitz. What I
love most about it is how each book never disappoints: The plot twists and every
adventure that Alex somehow gets caught up in is unique and unbelievable. I would
recommend this to anyone looking for some action and excitement. 
Sophie K 

Miss Chanel Basha Ms Shannon Graham 



 
 
 

Yr 7 Geography - the Great Tim Tam Experiment!
 
 
 
Year 7 are learning about "water in the World" in Geography. Part of 
the topic is about understanding where water comes from. 
In our study of groundwater, 7GEO E/F did an experiment with Tim Tams  - 
sucking milk up through a Tim Tam the way we might try to extract 
water through an aquifer and investigating how the milk was absorbed 
by the Tim Tam like an aquifer might absorb water. Year 7 then got to
 eat the Tim Tam.It was an educational and delicious experiment!
 
 
 
 
 
 

Ms Dana Logiudice
HSIE TEACHER



Year 7 and 8 Visual Arts Students 
Year 7 & 8 Visual Arts students have been studying the art element of
Colour. They have been very resourceful in recreating the colour
wheel using household items and achieving interesting compositions
by working with contrasting colours!

Rachel Duff
Visual Arts Teacher

Creative and Performing Arts







Year 7 Music

 
 

Over the first weeks of online learning in Term 3, students in Year 7 Music
classes began composing ‘CoronaRaps’ about their experiences throughout

the lockdown period. This unit of work allowed students to creatively
explore the concepts of music relating to current events. Each student wrote

a Verse and Chorus section, composed rhythmic patterns, then rehearsed,
performed and recorded their rap in time with a chosen backing track. 

 
Students began by researching and exploring a number of past and present

rap songs which were analysed in class and used as inspiration for the
creation of their ‘CoronaRap’s’.

 
There were a number of imaginative and clever raps composed. We have a

few samples listed below. Well done to Year 7 Music on their creativity,
proactivity and resilience throughout the lockdown period. Keep up the

fantastic work!  Click on the students names below to hear their
CoronaRaps.

 
Tianne Gerber

Christian Sta Rosa 
Isabelle Brimicombe

Dylan Kan
 

Mr Chris Frede
Music Teacher

 

 Year 7 Music - CoronaRaps!

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1lbqdPgJthaq8sbScPKaK4pw6Ghu8U-kR/view
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1bOp58S4Ao2LL9xawMElcWlDRQ1QQ0vQX/view
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1bOp58S4Ao2LL9xawMElcWlDRQ1QQ0vQX/view
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1-MdsoFv0K3UJWk-lS3flCPM4stb7AReE/view
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1zcKI5GhrrxhqSxUWML9gvA95cxG9GoDV/view




I hope you are all safe and well and coping with the current situation we
find ourselves in.

 
As far as sport and sporting events go, unfortunately it can now be
confirmed that there will not be any sport for term 3. At this point in time,
there is no information with regards to the return to sport in term 4, or the
rescheduling of events. I will be sure to communicate to the college
community any correspondence I receive about sports returning.
 
In my last newsletter update I addressed how much I was enjoying
watching the Olympics with my family and teaching my children about the
spirit of the Olympic games. Over the 2 weeks of competition there were
many highlights that brought joy to many household living rooms.
 
For me, I couldn’t go past the story of Cedric Dubler running the 1500m as
the last event of the Decathlon.

 
Cedric Dubler’s Australian teammate Ash Maloney, went into the race, the
last event of the decathlon, in third place with his lead slowly dwindling. 

 
With other decathlon athletes hunting him down, he needed to finish 
within seven seconds of one competitor to ensure the bronze medal. 

 
Halfway through the 1500m, it looked like Ash Moloney was going to have 
the medal stolen from the Aussie's grasp. 

 
However, Dubler ran alongside Moloney and started yelling at him and
motivating him to give it his all. The experienced Dubler was keeping track
of what Moloney needed to do and he was well behind the pace. 

 
Motivating

 
It inspired Moloney to take it up a few gears and power home. As he
crossed the finish line, in the background you could see Dubler pumping
his fist in the air, knowing his teammate had secured a medal. 

 
If you look closely at the picture below, you will see Cedric Dubler raising
his arms in victory as Moloney crosses the line to secure Australia’s first ever
medal in an Olympic decathlon. This display of comradery, mateship and
solidarity sums up what the Olympic spirit is all about.

 
Celebration

Comradery 

Whilst we can’t participate in regular sporting events, I encourage you to try
and get outside and do some form of physical activity for your health and
well being. 
Take care everyone!!
Mr. Ryan James, Sport Coordinator

Sports Update
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